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Abstract Nanoscale zerovalent iron (NZVI) parti-

cles are 5–40 nm sized Fe0/Fe-oxide particles that

rapidly transform many environmental contaminants

to benign products and are a promising in situ

remediation agent. Rapid aggregation and limited

mobility in water-saturated porous media limits the

ability to deliver NZVI dispersions in the subsurface.

This study prepares stable NZVI dispersions through

physisorption of commercially available anionic

polyelectrolytes, characterizes the adsorbed polymer

layer, and correlates the polymer coating properties

with the ability to prevent rapid aggregation and

sedimentation of NZVI dispersions. Poly(styrene

sulfonate) with molecular weights of 70 k and

1,000 k g/mol (PSS70K and PSS1M), carboxymethyl

cellulose with molecular weights of 90 k and 700 k

g/mol (CMC90K and CMC700K), and polyaspartate

with molecular weights of 2.5 k and 10 k g/mol

(PAP2.5K and 10K) were compared. Particle size

distributions were determined by dynamic light

scattering during aggregation. The order of effective-

ness to prevent rapid aggregation and stabilize the

dispersions was PSS70K(83%) [&PAP10K(82%) [
PAP2.5K(72%) [ CMC700K(52%), where stability

is defined operationally as the volume percent of

particles that do not aggregate after 1 h. CMC90K

and PSS1M could not stabilize RNIP relative to bare

RNIP. A similar trend was observed for their ability

to prevent sedimentation, with 40, 34, 32, 20, and

5 wt%, of the PSS70K, PAP10K, PAP2.5K,

CMC700K, and CMC90K modified NZVI remaining

suspended after 7 h of quiescent settling, respec-

tively. The stable fractions with respect to both

aggregation and sedimentation correlate well with the

adsorbed polyelectrolyte mass and thickness of the

adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers as determined by

Oshima’s soft particle theory. A fraction of the

particles cannot be stabilized by any modifier and

rapidly agglomerates to micron sized aggregates, as is

also observed for unmodified NZVI. This non-

dispersible fraction is attributed to strong magnetic

attractions among the larger particles present in the

polydisperse NZVI slurry, as the magnetic attractive

forces increase as r6.
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Abbreviations

NZVI Nanoscale zerovalent iron

PSS Poly(styrene sulfonate)

CMC Carboxymethyl cellulose

PAP Polyaspartate

DLVO Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek

RNIP Reactive nano-scale iron particles

DLS Dynamic light scattering

Introduction

The high specific surface area and resulting high

reactivity of nanoscale zerovalent iron (NZVI) makes

it a promising and flexible technology for in situ

remediation of groundwater contaminants that are

amenable to reduction by Fe0, e.g. chlorinated

organic contaminants and heavy metals (Kanel et al.

2007; Liu and Lowry 2006; Liu et al. 2005; Ponder

et al. 2000; Wu et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2005; Zhang

2003). Early field demonstrations indicate NZVI as a

promising in situ groundwater remediation technol-

ogy (Elliott and Zhang 2001; Henn and Waddill

2006), however, high reactivity alone is not sufficient

to make NZVI a good in situ remediation agent.

NZVI particles must also be readily dispersible in

water such that they can migrate through water-

saturated porous media to the contaminated area.

Thus, for the purpose of in situ environmental

remediation, colloidal stability of an aqueous NZVI

dispersion is a critical property.

Colloidal stability is defined operationally as the

ability of a particle dispersion to resist aggregation

for a specified time (Hiemenz and Rajagopalan 1997;

Strenge 1993). Colloidal stability requires an energy

barrier of at least several kT in the interparticle

interaction potential. According to the DLVO theory,

the net interaction energy between particles is the

sum of van der Waals attraction and electrostatic

double layer repulsion and depends on the size,

Hamaker constant, and surface potential of the

particles, and on the solution ionic strength (Elime-

lech et al. 1995; Evans and Wennerstrom 1999;

Hiemenz and Rajagopalan 1997). NZVI exposed to

water acquires an oxide shell, resulting in Fe0/Fe-

oxide core/shell particles. Reactive nano-scale iron

particles (RNIP) manufactured by Toda Kogyo,

Japan, specifically for in situ groundwater remedia-

tion, have a Fe0 core and a primarily magnetite

(Fe3O4) shell (Liu et al. 2005; Nurmi et al. 2005),

both of which are magnetic (McCurrie 1994; Rosen-

weig 1985). We recently reported the rapid

aggregation and gelation of chain-like aggregates in

aqueous bare (unmodified) RNIP dispersions. The

rapid aggregation resulted from the magnetic attrac-

tive force between particles due to their intrinsic

magnetic moments (Phenrat et al. 2007). Gelation of

the chain-like aggregates not only increases the size

of NZVI clusters being transported, which might

cause pore plugging during the intended groundwater

application (Phenrat et al. 2007; Saleh et al. 2007),

but also enhances gravitational sedimentation (Allain

and Cloitre 1993; Phenrat et al. 2007) which might

promote particle deposition (Elimelech et al. 1995).

For this reason, particle modification to introduce

long range repulsive forces that overcome the attrac-

tive forces is required to enhance NZVI colloidal

stability and thus its mobility in groundwater.

Surface modification by physisorption of charged

macromolecules has received a great deal of attention

(Goddard and Vincent 1984; Sato and Ruch 1980),

especially in industrial applications (Duro et al.

1999), as a mean to enhance colloidal stability of

both magnetic (Viota et al. 2005; Williams et al.

2006) and non-magnetic dispersions (Kim and Sig-

mund 2004; Singh et al. 2005). Adsorption of

charged macromolecules onto the particle surface is

governed by the molecular weight, ionization and

charge density of the macromolecule, the charge

density and polarity of the solid surface, the solvent

quality, and ionic strength (Fleer et al. 1993; Holm-

berg et al. 2003). The mass adsorbed and the

configuration of the adsorbed layer is dictated by a

balance between electrostatic attraction to the surface

and repulsions among neighboring ionized monomer

units, a loss of chain entropy upon adsorption, and

also nonspecific dipolar interactions between the

macromolecule, the solvent and the surface (Fleer

et al. 1993; Holmberg et al. 2003).

Adsorbed layers of charged macromolecules pro-

vide the particles with electrosteric repulsive forces,

i.e. a combination of steric repulsion and electrostatic
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repulsion (Fig. 1) (Fritz et al. 2002; Napper 1983;

Romero-Cano et al. 2001). Between a pair of parti-

cles, the steric repulsion consists of two

contributions: osmotic repulsion (Vosm) and elastic-

steric repulsion (Velas). The range and magnitude of

the electrosteric repulsion between a pair of particles

depends on the surface concentration, extension and

charge density of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer.

Our recent studies have demonstrated the enhance-

ment of NZVI colloidal stability (Saleh et al. 2005)

and mobility through saturated porous media (Saleh

et al. 2007) by adsorbing a novel series of triblock

copolymers to the NZVI surface. However, these

experimental triblock copolymers are synthesized in

small quantities and have not yet been scaled up for

large scale field application. Therefore, one objective

of this study is to evaluate the ability of inexpensive

and commercially available anionic polyelectrolytes,

including polystyrene sulfonate (sodium salt) (PSS),

carboxymethyl cellulose (sodium salt) (CMC), and

polyaspartate (sodium salt) (PAP), to stabilize NZVI

dispersions against aggregation and sedimentation.

The PAP monomer unit is aspartate, one of the 20

natural amino acid building blocks of proteins,

making PAP of interest as potentially an environ-

mentally benign modifier. A modified biopolymer,

CMC may also be a potentially benign modifier. The

use of anionic polyelectrolytes is particularly relevant

to groundwater mobility, since most mineral and

natural organic matter surfaces encountered in

groundwater are negatively charged. Thus, the coat-

ing must also provide electrostatic repulsion from

these surfaces in order to minimize adhesion and

filtration. The second objective is to characterize the

properties of the absorbed polyelectrolyte layers,

including adsorbed mass and layer thickness, and

correlate these properties with the ability of each

modifier to stabilize the NZVI dispersions. Therefore,

we measure an adsorption isotherm for each poly-

electrolyte on NZVI and characterize each adsorbed

polyelectrolyte layer in terms of electrical potential,

thickness, and a softness parameter that relates to

solvent drainage through the layer (Ohshima 1995a).

Although dynamic light scattering (DLS) is some-

times used to estimate the thickness of polymer layers

adsorbed on colloidal particles, the RNIP in this study

is far too polydisperse to allow an accurate thickness

determination by DLS. Therefore, we used Ohshi-

ma’s approach, which is not very sensitive to particle

polydispersity for the size of particles (5 nm to

40 nm) and measured layer thicknesses used here

(see Appendix). Finally, extended DLVO theory that

includes both magnetic attraction and steric repul-

sions in addition to the usual van der Waals and

electrostatic double layer forces is used to semi-

quantitatively support the experimentally observed

effects of each adsorbed polyelectrolyte on the

aggregation and sedimentation of NZVI.

Experimental

Nanoscale zerovalent iron particles

Reactive nanoscale iron particles (RNIP), commer-

cially available reactive Fe0/Fe3O4 core-shell NZVI

particles, were obtained from Toda Kogyo, Japan.

The physical and chemical properties of RNIP were

reported previously (Liu et al. 2005; Nurmi et al.

2005; Phenrat et al. 2007). RNIP consists of a

polydisperse suspension of irregularly shaped parti-

cles, with primary particles ranging in size from 5 nm

to 40 nm with a median radius of *20 nm. Prior to

use, RNIP had been stored as an aqueous slurry (pH

10.6) at approximately 300 g/L under anaerobic

conditions in a glove box for 6 months. From this

slurry, an aqueous stock dispersion (10 mL at 120 g/L)

was prepared in 1 mM NaHCO3 using an ultrasonic

probe (550 sonic dismembrator, Fisher Scientific,

RNIP

Collision due to diffusion 

 Repulsion due to VES+Vosm + Velas

Attraction due to Vvdw+VM

RNIP

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the forces acting on

electrosterically stabilized polyelectrolyte-modified RNIP

including van der Waals attraction (VvdW), electrostatic double

layer repulsion (VES), magnetic attraction (VM), osmotic

repulsion (Vosm), and elastic-steric repulsion (Velas)
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Howell, NJ) at power level 3 for 30 min to break

aggregates that formed during storage. This sonicated

stock dispersion was then diluted again with 1 mM

NaHCO3 to *6 g/L. The specific surface area of

RNIP was determined by the BET method to be

15 ± 0.5 m2/g.

Polyelectrolytes

Poly(styrene sulfonate) and carboxymethylcellulose

were from Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Polyaspartate

at molecular weight of 2–3 and 10 kg/mol was

from Lanxess (Pittsburgh, PA) and NanoChem

Solutions Inc. (Bedford Park, IL), respectively.

All the polyelectrolytes are negatively charged with

sodium as a counterion. Table 1 summarizes the

properties and structures of these modifiers. PSS,

PAP, and CMC stock solutions were prepared at

4 g/L in 1 mM NaHCO3. PSS and PAP were

agitated using an orbital shaker at 25 �C for 12 h

prior to the adsorption study. CMC stock solutions

were agitated using an orbital shaker at 25 �C for

1 h and refrigerated overnight to ensure complete

hydration and dissolution.

Table 1 Chemical properties and structures of polyelectrolyte surface modifiers

Code Polymer name/category Average monomer

MW (g/mol)

Mw
a (kg/mol) DP

b Structure

PSS70K Poly(styrene sulfonate)/

strong anionic

polyelectrolyte

206 70 340

PSS1M 206 1,000 4,850

CMC90K Carboxymethylcellulose/

weak anionic

polysaccharide

263 90 342

n

CMC700K 263 700 2,661

PAP2.5K Polyaspartate/weak anionic

polypeptide

156 2–3 16

PAP10K 156 10 64

a Polyelectrolyte molecular weight as specified by the manufacturer
b Average degree of polymerization, Dp, is estimated by dividing Mw of a polymer with the average molecular weight of a monomer

unit
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Adsorption isotherms

The adsorption isotherms of the polyelectrolytes on

RNIP were measured by the solution depletion

method with the following conditions: All suspen-

sions contained 3 g/L RNIP and 1 mM NaHCO3.

Polyelectrolyte stock solution aliquots were added to

provide equilibrium polyelectrolyte concentrations

ranging from 5 to 1,000 mg/L. The pH of the

mixtures was from 9.5 to 10.5 due to the oxidation

of Fe0 in the particles and subsequent production of

OH– (Liu and Lowry 2006). The isoelectric point of

bare RNIP is pH 6.3. Therefore, bare RNIP is

negatively charged in this study. The samples were

mixed at 25�C for 48 h using an end-over-end rotator

at 30 rpm. Afterward, they were centrifuged at

27,500 rpm for 80 min (Sorvall1 Ultracentrifuge

OTD65B) to separate the particles from the superna-

tant. The equilibrium concentration of non-adsorbed

PSS in the supernatant was measured by the absor-

bance at 225 nm (extinction coefficient = 0.04 L

mg–1 cm–1) using a UV–vis spectrophotometer (Var-

ian, Palo Alto, CA). The equilibrium concentration of

PAP and CMC were measured using a total organic

carbon analyzer (OI Analytical). The adsorbed mass

was calculated from the difference between the initial

and equilibrium concentrations. Each isotherm point

was measured from duplicate samples. Isotherms are

plotted using the average sorbed mass and equilib-

rium concentration and multi-directional error bars

showing the standard deviation of the measurements.

The total iron (Fe0 + Fe-oxides) in each reactor

was determined by atomic absorption spectrometry

(AA) after acid digestion in concentrated HCl (trace

metal grade). The Fe0 content of RNIP was also

determined (separately from total iron) by acid

digestion in a closed container with headspace. H2

produced from the oxidation of Fe0 in RNIP by H+ is

used to quantify the Fe0 content of the particles (Eq.

1) (Liu et al. 2005). The RNIP concentration was

calculated assuming a Fe0(core)/Fe3O4(shell) mor-

phology, and using the measured Fe0 content, a (Eqs.

2–3). The factor 1.38 in Eq. 3 is to convert the mass

of iron (Fe) to magnetite (Fe3O4).

Fe0 þ 2Hþ ! Fe2þ þ H2 " ð1Þ
Fe½ �total ¼ Fe½ �Fe3O4

þ ½Fe�Fe0 ð2Þ

RNIP½ � ¼ 1:38 1� að Þ½Fe�total þ a½Fe�total ð3Þ

Adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer characterization,

aggregation, and sedimentation

Adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer characterization mea-

surements, aggregation, and sedimentation were

conducted on samples prepared with 3 g/L RNIP

and 1 g/L polyelectrolyte in 1 mM NaHCO3. After

equilibration, the dispersions were centrifuged at

27,500 rpm for 80 min, washed to remove free

polymer from solution, and re-suspended in 1 mM

NaHCO3. This process was repeated three times

followed by ultrasonication for 10 min prior to

measuring aggregation, sedimentation, or electropho-

retic mobility as described next.

Adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer characterization

The adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer was characterized

using electrophoretic mobility (EM) measurements

and Ohshima’s soft particle theory. Polyelectrolyte-

modified NZVI particles are soft particles, i.e. the

charge is distributed over a finite layer at the surface

of the particle and thus cannot be treated as a sharp

surface of charge, so Ohshima’s soft particle theory

was used to determine their electrical double-layer

characteristics. Ohshima’s approach (Fig. 2) assumes

that the electrical potential around a polyelectrolyte

adsorbed onto a solid surface consists of two

separate electrical potentials in two different regions:

the Donnan potential (wDON) inside the adsorbed

layer of thickness d, and the surface potential (w0) at

the boundary between the adsorbed layer and the

surrounding solution (Ohshima 1995a). This model

assumes that the polyelectrolyte segments act as

resistance centers (Fig. 2c) that exert frictional

forces on the liquid given by –cu, where c is the

friction coefficient and u is the local liquid velocity

inside the polyelectrolyte layer. It is assumed that the

ionized groups each contribute a charge Ze (Z,

valence of the ionized groups on the polyelectrolyte,

which is –1 for all polyelectrolytes in this study;

e, the electron charge), that they are uniformly
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distributed within the adsorbed layer at a number

density N (m–3), and that the aqueous phase contains

a symmetrical electrolyte of valence z, which is 1 for

a 1:1 electrolyte such as NaCl used in this study, and

bulk concentration n (m–3). Considering the fric-

tional force of the adsorbed layer in the Navier-

Stokes equation, a modified expression for soft

particles that relates their electrophoretic mobility

ue to the characteristics of a charged adsorbed layer

on the charged surface of a particle of radius a is

given by Eq. 4 (Nakamura et al. 1992; Ohshima

1994, 1995a; Ohshima et al. 1992),

ue ¼
e
g
w0=jm þ wDON=k

1=jm þ 1=k
f

d

a

� �
þ ZeN

gk2

þ 8ekBT

gkze
: tanh

zef
4kBT

:
e�kd

�
k� e�jmd

�
jm

1
�
k2 � 1

�
j2

m

ð4Þ

where e is the electric permittivity of the liquid

medium, g is its viscosity, k is a frictional parameter

given by (c/g)1/2, and jm is the effective Debye-

Hückel parameter of the surface hydrogel layer,

which includes the contribution of the fixed charge

ZeN (Ohshima 1995a). f is the apparent zeta potential

of the bare particles calculated from EM measure-

ments using Smoluchowski’s formula. The function

f(d/a) varies between 1 for a thin adsorbed layer

relative to radius of the core particle (a), to 2/3 for a

thick layer. Equation 4 is valid when kd and jd [ 1

(Ohshima et al. 1992). The parameter 1/k character-

izes the softness of the polyelectrolyte layer; in the

limit 1/ k ? 0, the layer is rigid, and Eq. 4 tends to

the classical Smoluchowski equation (Ohshima

1995a). The corresponding expressions for wDON,

w0, f(d/a), and jm are given in Eqs. 5–8 (Nakamura

et al. 1992; Ohshima 1994, 1995a; Ohshima et al.

1992),

wDON ¼
kBT

ze
sinh�1 ZN

2zn

� �
ð5Þ

w0 ¼wDON �
kBT

ze
tanh

zewDON

2kBT

� �

þ 4kBT

ze
:e�jmd tanh

zef
4kBT

ð6Þ

f
d

a

� �
¼ 2

3
1þ 1

2 1þ d=að Þ3

" #
ð7Þ

jm ¼ j cosh
zewDON

kBT

� �� �1=2

ð8Þ

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute

temperature, and j is the Debye-Hückel parameter of

the solution. Use of the Ohshima method requires
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Fig. 2 (a) Conceptual

model of surface modified

RNIP based on Ohshima’s

soft particle theory; a is the

particle radius, d is the layer

thickness of the extended

polyelectrolyte layer, and

1/j is the Debye length. (b)

Ion distribution inside and

outside the negatively

charged polyelectrolyte

layer. (c) Schematic of each

polyelectrolyte segment

which is regarded as a series

of resistance centers with

radius ap. (d) Assumed

distribution of electrical

potentials for an uncharged

surface. (adapted from

(Ohshima 1995b))
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data for the electrophoretic mobility for both the bare

particles and for the polyelectrolyte-coated particles

as a function of the bulk solution ionic strength.

The procedure for extracting the characteristics of

the polyelectrolyte layer from EM data involves

fitting Eq. 4, with terms defined as in Eqs. 5–8 to the

experimental electrophoretic mobility vs. concentra-

tion of a symmetrical electrolyte (NaCl in this study)

to obtain the best fit N, k, and d (Ohshima 1994,

1995a, 1995b; Ohshima et al. 1992; Ramos-Tejada

et al. 2003; Tsuneda et al. 2004; Viota et al. 2004,

2005). All other parameters in Eqs. 4–8 are fixed for a

given salt concentration. A MATLAB (the Math-

works, Novi, MI) code employing iterative least

squares minimization was used for this fitting the EM

data (Fig. 4).

The EM was measured in 20 mg/L solutions of the

washed, polyelectrolyte-coated RNIP for NaCl con-

centrations ranging from 1 to 61 mM (pH 8.5 ± 0.1)

after 3 h of equilibration at the salt concentration

used. It is assumed that the conformation of the

adsorption layer is independent of the ionic strength

over this range. The EM was measured in triplicate

(25 �C) using a Malvern Zetasizer (Southborough,

MA). The mean and standard deviation (r) of the

measured EM (ue) for each polyelectrolyte-modified

RNIP were calculated. Ohshima’s model was then

used to fit the mean ue, mean ue + r, and mean ue - r
as a function of ionic strength to obtain three best-fit

values of each fitting parameter (1/k, N, and d). The

average and standard deviation of the fitting param-

eters determined for the mean ue, mean ue + r, and

mean ue - r was calculated and reported in Table 2. It

should be noted that this procedure is not meant to

convey the goodness of fit of the data, rather it is used

to bound the range of the magnitude of each

parameter (Box et al. 1978; Mays and Hunt 2005).

Aggregation

Dynamic light scattering (Malvern Zetasizer, South-

borough, MA) was used to monitor the time-

dependent hydrodynamic diameter of aggregates

during the early stage of aggregation (first 60 min).

All measurements were conducted at 25 �C. Dilute

samples (5, 30, and 60 mg/L) of the washed,

polyelectrolyte-coated RNIP dispersions as well as

the bare RNIP dispersions were used in order to avoid

multiple scattering effects. The CONTIN algorithm

was used to convert intensity autocorrelation func-

tions to intensity-weighted particle hydrodynamic

diameter distributions, assuming the Stokes-Einstein

relationship for spherical particles.

To determine the fraction of the particle popula-

tion that aggregates, comparisons between the

intensity averaged DLS data and number averaged

DLS data were made. Large particles scatter much

more light than small particles because the scattering

intensity is proportional to the sixth power of the

particle diameter according to Rayleigh’s approxi-

mation (Hiemenz and Rajagopalan 1997). Therefore,

the intensity- averaged particle size distributions are

particularly sensitive to aggregation even if only a

small fraction of particles in the population aggre-

gate. The number-averaged particle size distribution

is less sensitive to aggregation. The intensity-

weighted particle hydrodynamic diameter distribu-

tions were converted to volume- or number-weighted

particle size distributions using the refractive index of

the magnetite shell to represent the inhomogeneous

refractive index of the Fe0/Fe3O4 core-shell structure.

The volume- and number-weighted particle size

distributions of RNIP were insensitive to the choice

of refractive index, i.e. using refractive index values

for either Fe0(n = 2.87 + 3.35i) or Fe3O4 (n = 2.42)

yielded similar particle size distributions (the differ-

ence is \5%).

It should be noted that although these experiments

are conducted ex situ (i.e. in a DLS cuvette), the

fundamental physics governing aggregation (i.e. all

particle–particle interactions including van der Waals

attraction, magnetic attraction, electrical double

repulsion, and electrosteric repulsion) in these

Table 2 Calculated surface excess, Cmax, for each adsorbed

polyelectrolytes

Sample Cmax

(mg/m2) (1016 molecule/m2) Average

chain/particle

PSS70K 2.1 ± 0.3 1. 8 ± 0.2 74 ± 12

PSS1M 1.9 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.01 6 ± 0.7

CMC90K 1.0 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 33 ± 5

CMC700K 2.0 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.01 9 ± 0.4

PAP2.5K 2.3 ± 0.2 55.1 ± 5.6 2767 ± 279

PAP10K 2.2 ± 0.4 13.2 ± 2.1 665 ± 105
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experiments are also operable in porous media and

the trends observed here should be useful for

predicting aggregation behavior in porous media.

Ex situ DLS aggregation experiments are a well-

established method to understand nanoparticle (col-

loid) transport in porous media (Chen and Elimelech

2006; Dunphy Guzman et al. 2006; Wiesner et al.

2006).

Sedimentation

The sedimentation of bare RNIP and the washed,

polyelectrolyte-coated RNIP was determined for

three different initial RNIP concentrations (100,

400, and 800 mg/L) by monitoring the optical

absorbance at 800 nm as a function of time by UV–

vis spectrophotometery (Varian, Palo Alto, CA). All

measurements were made at 25 �C in duplicate.

Results and discussion

Polyelectrolyte adsorption to RNIP

Adsorption isotherms for PSS and CMC are provided

in Fig. 3, and for PAP in Fig. 4. The maximum

attained surface excess concentration, Cmax (mg/m2),

is calculated for each polyelectrolyte using the

measured BET surface area (15 m2/g) (Table 2).

Adsorption isotherms for PSS and CMC (both sizes)

were qualitatively of the Langmuir-type (Fig. 3), as

has been reported for PSS adsorption on other types

of metal oxides (Blokhus and Djurhuus 2006) and for

CMC on minerals (Wang and Somasundaran 2005).

In contrast, PAP exhibited a distinct shoulder in the

adsorption isotherm (Fig. 4) suggesting multilayer

adsorption or self-association on the surface, similar

to that reported for self-associating proteins and

surfactants (Nylander 1998). Similar adsorption iso-

therms have been reported for PAP adsorption on

hydroxyapatite (Guan et al. 2003).

Characteristics of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte

layers

The magnitude and range of interparticle steric

repulsions depends on the adsorbed polymer surface

excess concentration and layer thickness. The EM of

each polymer modified RNIP (at the maximum

measured adsorbed mass) is plotted as a function of

ionic strength in Fig. 5. Curves are the best fits of the

average measured ue to Eqs. 4–8. f-potential values

for bare RNIP ranged from –38 to –28 mV for 1 to

61 mM NaCl, respectively. Best-fit curves for the

average ue ± r, or for PAP2.5K and PAP10K are not

shown for clarity, but have similar quality fits as

those shown. Regressed parameters including the

layer thickness (d), the softness (1/k), charge density

(ZN/NA) for each polymer from the Ohshima model

fits are provided in Table 3. For each particle, the EM

becomes less negative with increasing ionic strength

due to compression of the electrical diffuse layer

around the modified RNIP (Ohshima 1995a). While

the mobility of bare, hard particles normally

Fig. 3 Adsorption isotherms of PSS70K, PSS1M, CMC90K,

and CMC700K onto RNIP in 1 mM NaHCO3. Curves are

Langmuir fits of the data

Fig. 4 Adsorption isotherms of PAP2.5K and PAP10K onto

RNIP in 1 mM NaHCO3. Curves are just connection between

data points
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converges to zero at high electrolyte concentration,

the mobility of the polymer modified RNIP tend to

reach a non-zero limiting value. The limiting value is

different for each polymer modified RNIP, due to the

different layer thickness (d), softness (1/k), and

charge density (ZN/NA).

The measured layer thicknesses (d) for each

polymer are consistent with expectations. Comparing

the thicknesses of adsorbed PSS and CMC layers

with comparable molecular weights, i.e. comparing

PSS70K with CMC90K and PSS1M with CMC700K,

the thickness of adsorbed PSS is in general several

folds greater than for CMC, yet the saturation surface

excess concentrations for these polyelectrolytes are

less than two fold different. This implies that

adsorbed PSS chains are more extended than the

CMC chains. This observation is consistent with a

recent report that CMC adsorbed in a flat conforma-

tion on a talc surface (Wang and Somasundaran

2005). Furthermore, the CMC carboxyl groups can

protonate to reduce the intra-layer charge density, and

carboxyl groups are known to specifically adsorb to

iron oxide surfaces (Chibowski and Wisniewska

2002); each factor would tend to favor a less

extended chain conformation at the surface. In

contrast, PSS is a strong polyelectrolyte that tends

to have a constant degree of ionization in adsorbed

layers (Biesheuvel 2004) which would favor an

extended conformation.

In all cases, the thickness of the adsorbed layer

increased with increasing molecular weight of the

polyelectrolyte. Notably, the thickness of adsorbed

PAP2.5K and PAP10K layers is as large as that of

CMC700K even though PAP has a significantly

lower molecular weight compared to CMC700K. The

contour lengths of PAP2.5K and PAP10K are 10 and

39 nm, respectively, as roughly estimated from the

molecular structure of PAP. Therefore, the relatively

large estimated layer thicknesses of both PAP are a

result of multilayer adsorption, as implied by the

adsorption isotherm.

Table 3 Characteristics of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers at pH 8.5 ± 0.1 as estimated by Ohshima’s soft particle analysis

Sample ZN/NA
a da 1/ka |wDON|b |w0|b øp Stable fraction

with respect

to aggregationc

Stable fraction

with respect

to sedimentationd

(mol/m3) (nm) (nm) (mV) (mV) (10–3) (% by vol.) (% by mass)

PSS70K 0.17 ± 0.09 67 ± 7 41 ± 11 2.2 ± 1.1 1.1 ± 0.6 4.8 82 40

PSS1M 0.13 ± 0.08 198 ± 30 55 ± 20 1.7 ± 0.1 0.83 ± 0.2 0.3 35 10

CMC90K 0.35 ± 0.20 7.2 ± 3.2 9.2 ± 4.2 4.5 ± 2.5 19.7 ± 4.0 132.0 0 5

CMC700K 0.33 ± 0.07 40 ± 6.5 24 ± 0.6 4.2 ± 0.9 2.7 ± 0.1 15.4 52 20

PAP2.5K 0.37 ± 0.12 40 ± 12 24 ± 0.6 4.7 ± 1.5 2.9 ± 0.4 13.7 73 34

PAP10K 0.36 ± 0.21 44 ± 13 26 ± 5 4.6 ± 2.6 2.7 ± 1.0 10.7 82 32

a Errors are ± 1std as described in the experimental section
b The sign of wDON and w0 is negative
c The volume fraction of surface modified RNIP remaining in the size range from 10–80 nm over 1 h of aggregation in 1 mM NaCl

and at pH = 8.5 ± 0.1
d The weight fraction of the surface modified RNIP remaining suspended after 7 h of sedimentation in 1 mM NaCl and at

pH = 8.5 ± 0.1

Fig. 5 Electrophoretic mobility of the polyelectrolyte coated

RNIP as a function of NaCl (mM) at pH 8.5 ± 0.1. The lines

represent the best-fit theoretical curves obtained using Eqs.

4–8. The data and fits for PAP2.5K and PAP10K are not shown

for clarity, but are of equal quality
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For the measured EM, the w0 values for polyelec-

trolyte-modified RNIP calculated from Ohshima’s

soft particle theory (Table 3) are significantly smaller

(* –3 mV) than the f-potential that would be

calculated from Smoluchowski’s formula (* –

50 mV) which assumes a hard particle. This is

typical for Ohshima’s soft particle theory because

the EM of soft particles is insensitive to the position

of the slip plane so the hard particle assumption is

invalid (Nakamura et al. 1992; Viota et al. 2004,

2005). The low electrical surface potential for

polyelectrolyte-modified RNIP implies that electro-

static double layer repulsion does not play a major

role in stabilizing polyelectrolyte-modified RNIP,

and it is the electrosteric component that enhances the

colloidal stability of polyelectrolyte-modified RNIP

as discussed later.

Layer density, or effective volume fractions (øp),

is another factor that can affect the steric component

of polyelectrolyte-stabilized nanoparticles. Because

the thicknesses of the adsorbed layers are signifi-

cantly different for each polyelectrolyte and the

surface excess concentrations are similar (*2 mg/

m2), the volume fraction of each polyelectrolyte

adsorbed to the RNIP surface can be estimated (Eq.

9) from the measured average layer thickness and

surface excess concentration, crudely approximating

RNIP as a spherical particle of radius a.

/p ¼ 3
Cmaxa2

qp½ðd þ aÞ3 � a3�
ð9Þ

qp is the polyelectrolyte density. The calculated øp for

each polyelectrolyte (Table 3) range from *5 · 10–3

to 15 · 10–3. The two outliers are CMC90K and

PSS1M of which øp are 132 · 10–3 and 0.3 · 10–3

(i.e. the most and least dense layers in this study,

respectively) are consistent with theoretical expecta-

tions. Charged homopolymers are normally adsorbed

onto the surface in the train-loop-tail conformation

(Fleer et al. 1993). Trains are favored at low degrees

of chain polymerization while loops are favored with

increasing degree of polymerization (Chodanowski

and Stoll 2001), tending to increase the layer

thickness. Therefore, CMC90K, which has a rela-

tively low degree of polymerization and carboxylic

functional groups that have a specific affinity for iron

oxide should favor trains and thus assume a thin,

dense conformation. Alternatively, PSS1M, has the

highest degree of polymerization and a sulfonate

charge unit that has no specific affinity to iron oxide,

should form more loops and tails, and assume an

extended configuration.

Intuitively, the softness parameter of the adsorbed

layer should have an inverse relationship with layer

densities. The softness parameter (1/k) can be

expressed as a function of frictional coefficient (c)

(Ohshima 1995a):

1

k
¼ g

c

� �1=2

ð10Þ

where

c ¼ 6pgapNp ð11Þ

ap is the radius of a resistance center corresponding to

a polymer segment (Fig. 2c), and Np is the volume

density of polymer segments distributed in the

adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer (Ohshima 1995a).

Therefore, the higher the volume density of polymer

segments in the layer, Np, the lower the softness

parameter. This is in good agreement with the trends

observed in this study, i.e. CMC90K [ CMC700K [
PAP2.5K [ PAP10K [ PSS70K [ PSS1M in terms

of layer density (øp), or CMC90K \ CMC700K &
PAP2.5K \ PAP10K \ PSS70K \ PSS1M in terms

of 1/k.

Effect of surface modification on RNIP

aggregation

Adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers can provide electros-

teric repulsions to enhance the NZVI dispersion

stability with respect to aggregation and sedimenta-

tion. In this section, we qualitatively examine the

effect of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers on the

rate and extent of aggregation of bare and surface-

modified RNIP. The effect of the adsorbed polyelec-

trolyte layer on sedimentation is discussed

subsequently.

We previously demonstrated that bare RNIP

rapidly aggregates in water at low ionic strength

and low particle concentrations due to magnetic

attractive forces between the particles (Phenrat et al.

2007). The distribution of hydrodynamic radii, RH,

for bare RNIP at the initial concentration of 5 mg/L is

illustrated in Fig. 6. The distribution is initially
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monomodal with an average RH of 136 nm after

2 min, indicating that the primary RNIP particles,

which are 5 to 40 nm (average radius = 20 nm)

(Nurmi et al. 2005), rapidly aggregate. After 12 min,

large aggregates ([5,000 nm) appear and grow with

time. The increase in RH for the smaller size mode

appearing in the distribution corresponds to aggrega-

tion of RNIP to discrete micron-sized aggregates,

while the increase in RH for the larger size mode

appearing in the distribution corresponds to chain

formation and gelation of those micron size aggre-

gates as previously described (Phenrat et al. 2007).

The intensity-averaged (Fig. 6a) and number-aver-

aged (Fig. 6b) RH distribution showed similar

behavior indicating that the majority of the bare

RNIP population rapidly aggregates since the num-

ber-averaged particle size distribution is sensitive to

aggregation only when a majority of the particle

population aggregates.

For all surface modified RNIP, adsorbed polyelec-

trolyte layers affect the rate of aggregation and the

fraction of the particle population that aggregates.

The aggregating, unstabilized fraction is the fraction

that has a continuously increasing particle size

distribution over time. In contrast, the stabilized

fraction is that with a relatively stable particle size

distribution over time and a size range in good

agreement with the individual particle size distribu-

tion as observed by TEM (RH = 5–40 nm) (Nurmi

et al. 2005).

The measured RH for CMC90K modified RNIP is

shown in Fig. 7. The average RH of the CMC90K

modified RNIP was 166 nm after 1.5 min (Fig. 7a

and b), similar to that observed for bare RNIP. This

indicates that *1 mg/m2 of CMC90K adsorbed onto

the surface at an estimated, average thickness layer of

7 nm is not sufficient to inhibit the aggregation of the

major population of RNIP. However, the time it takes

for aggregation to large gelled aggregates to form a

bimodal distribution was longer (30 min), than for

bare RNIP (12 min), and the stable size of individual

aggregates (1st peak) that remain suspended becomes

smaller (*262 nm) compared to bare RNIP

(*360 nm). Thus, although the mass and the thick-

ness of the adsorbed CMC90K layer is not sufficient

to prevent aggregation, it slows down the rate and

decreases the extent of aggregation.

In contrast, PSS70K modified RNIP did not form

large aggregates. A significant fraction of the

PSS70K modified RNIP (82% by volume) remains

Fig. 7 Growth of

hydrodynamic radius, RH,

for CMC90K modified

RNIP at 5 mg/L. (a)

Intensity-averaged

distribution. (b) Number-

averaged distribution

Fig. 6 Growth of the hydrodynamic radius, RH, for bare RNIP at 5 mg/L. (a) Intensity-averaged distribution. (b) Number-averaged

distribution
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as individual RNIP with the RH of 9 to 42 nm

(Fig. 8a and b). For PSS70K, the number-averaged

particle size distribution does not shift to the right

with time, indicating that a majority of the particle

population does not aggregate. The intensity-

weighted size distribution becomes bimodal after

21 min, however, the fraction with RH from 9 to

70 nm remains stable during the measurement. Thus,

an adsorbed PSS 70K layer with the surface excess of

*2 mg/m2 and the thickness of *67 nm prevents a

significant fraction of RNIP from rapid aggregation.

CMC700K, PAP2.5K, and PAP10K modified RNIP

showed the same behavior as the PSS70K modified

RNIP (data not shown). For all modified RNIP, a

fraction of particles rapidly aggregate to form a

bimodal distribution, however, the fraction with RH

from 13 to 80 nm (52, 73, 82, and 82% by volume for

the CMC700K-, PAP2.5K-, PAP10K-, and PSS70K-

modified RNIP, respectively) remains rather stable

over 60 min of aggregation study (Table 3). The

volume fraction of RNIP stabilized by each modifier

is qualitatively in good agreement with the mass

adsorbed and the layer thickness of each modifier,

suggesting that both high surface excess of modifier

and an extended layer of sorbed polyelectrolytes are

needed to stabilize RNIP.

Of the six polyelectrolytes evaluated, PSS1M

modified RNIP was an outlier. Although the PSS1M

modified RNIP has high surface excess (*2 mg/m2)

and a highly extended layer (*198 nm), only

35 vol% remained stable with RH ranging from 13

to 110 nm (average RH = 30 nm). A possible expla-

nation is that PSS 1M does not provide steric

stabilization due to inhomogenous surface coverage,

a result of its large degree of polymerization and the

small number (6) of polymer chains adsorbed to each

particle compared to the other polyelectrolytes eval-

uated (Table 2). During a Brownian collision of two

PSS1M modified RNIP particles the PSS1M can

move laterally, resulting in displacement coagulation

(Napper 1983). This displacement coagulation is not

expected for smaller polyelectrolytes such as

PSS70K, CMC90K, PAP2.5K and PAP10K in this

study because the number of the polyelectrolyte

chains at the RNIP surface is quite high (Table 2);

therefore, lateral movement is unlikely for these

modifiers. As for CMC700K, although the average

number of chains per RNIP particle (*9 chains) is

lower than the smaller polyelectrolytes, the possibil-

ity of the lateral movement is lower than PSS1M

because CMC has carboxylic groups which strongly

anchor it to the Fe3O4 surface. This hypothesis is also

supported by the small layer extension for CMC

(d = 40 nm) compared to PSS1M (d = 198 nm).

Effect of surface modification on RNIP

sedimentation

A dispersion of nanoparticles can remain stable for

very long time if the diffusion flux of nanoparticles,

which is inversely proportional to the particle size

and works in the opposite direction to the gravity,

overcomes the sedimentation flux which is propor-

tional to the square of the particle radius. When

nanoparticles aggregate to micron-sized clusters, they

tend to settle to the bottom of the container because

the diffusion flux becomes smaller than the sedimen-

tation flux. Thus, the sedimentation rate is a good

indicator of colloidal stability of bare and polyelec-

trolyte-modified RNIP.

Aggregation, gelation, and sedimentation of aque-

ous bare RNIP dispersions were reported in our

recent study (Phenrat et al. 2007). Here we examine

the influence of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers

on the sedimentation of aqueous dispersions of

Fig. 8 Growth of

hydrodynamic radius, RH,

for PSS70k modified RNIP

at 5 mg/L, based on (a)

intensity-averaged

distribution and (b)

number-averaged

distribution
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surface modified RNIP. The sedimentation profile of

bare RNIP dispersions consists of three regions:

aggregation I, sedimentation I, and sedimentation II

(Fig. 9). During aggregation I, the sedimentation rate

is low while nanoparticles aggregate but largely

remain suspended because they have not yet reached

the critical size needed to sediment. At a time tcrit, the

aggregates reach a critical size and begin to sediment

rapidly (sedimentation I). Eventually, the sedimenta-

tion rate becomes low again, corresponding to the

sedimentation of aggregates which did not form

critical size chain-like clusters (Phenrat et al. 2007).

For bare RNIP, only a small fraction of particles

(*4%) remains suspended after 400 min, consistent

with the DLS results indicating that a major fraction

of the population of bare RNIP aggregates.

For modified RNIP, sedimentation follows the

same pattern as the bare RNIP (Fig. 9), i.e. it consists

of three different regions, however, important differ-

ences are notable and attributed to the presence of the

adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers. First, the fraction of

the surface modified RNIP remaining in the disper-

sion after 400 min is greater than that of the bare, i.e.

*40, 34, 32, 20, 10, 5 wt% for PSS70K, PAP2.5K,

PAP10K, CMC700K, PSS1M, CMC90K modified

RNIP, respectively. The enhancement is because

surface modification increases the population of

RNIP particles which do not form critical sized

aggregates and thus remain suspended. Second, the

slope of the sedimentation curves (in the semi-log

scale) in the sedimentation I region of the surface

modified RNIP dispersions are smaller than that of

the bare (Fig. 9). The slope in this region is

proportional to the average size of the aggregates

formed (Phenrat et al. 2007). Therefore, the size of

settling aggregates formed in the surface modified

NZVI dispersions are smaller than those formed by

bare RNIP. The fraction of surface modified RNIP

stable at the end of Sedimentation II and the relative

size of the settling aggregates are consistent with the

volume fraction of surface modified RNIP remaining

as individual particles as measured with DLS

(Figs. 6–8). The stable fraction (wt%) with respect

to sedimentation also correlates with the surface

excess (mg/m2) and thickness (nm) of the adsorbed

polyelectrolyte layers (Fig. 10). The only outlier is

PSS1M modified RNIP which is not considered in

this correlation because unlike other modifiers, the

PSS1M layer presumably fails to provide steric

stabilization. Differences in the stable fractions are

also apparent (visually) by comparing the color of the

surface modified RNIP dispersions with the bare as is

often reported (Bandyopadhyaya et al. 2002; Saleh

et al. 2005). Even after several months of sedimen-

tation, the PSS70K, PAP2.5K, and PAP10K modified

RNIP dispersions at 0.8 g/L remain turbid and black

while the bare RNIP dispersion at the same concen-

tration becomes clear after 10 min. The lower

Fig. 10 Correlation between the stable fraction (wt%)

observed in the Sedimentation II region and the measured

surface excess (C, mg/m2) and layer thickness (d, nm) of each

adsorbed polyelectrolyte. The empirical relationship between

the stable fraction (wt%) and C and d to form the plane is:

stable fraction (wt%) = 2.05 + 0.91C(mg/m2) + 0.58d(nm).

The r2 of the correlation is 0.92

Fig. 9 Sedimentation curves for bare and surface modified

RNIP dispersions (0.8 g/L) in 1 mM NaHCO3 and pH = 8.5

± 0.1 (semi-log)
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aggregation and sedimentation rate of modified vs.

bare particles implies that the probability of attach-

ment during a collision between two surface modified

RNIP particles, i.e. to overcome energy barrier, is

lower that that of the bare.

It should be noted that aggregation and sedimen-

tation kinetics are concentration-dependent, i.e.

second order with respect to particle population

(Evans and Wennerstrom 1999; Hiemenz and Rajag-

opalan 1997). However, the main objective of this

study was to compare the efficacy of different

polymeric surface modifiers. Thus, all other param-

eters including particle type and particle

concentration were kept constant and the aggregation

and sedimentation kinetics as a function of initial

particle concentrations are not reported.

Extended DLVO theory to explain the influence

of adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers on RNIP

stabilization

The lower rate and extent of aggregation (Figs. 6–8)

and increased unsedimented fraction (Figs. 9 and 10)

of the surface modified RNIP compared to bare RNIP

can be semi-quantitatively explained using DLVO

theory extended to include magnetic and steric forces.

The time scale of colloidal dispersion stability is

determined by the magnitude of the energy barrier

between particles. According to classical DLVO

theory, the major attractive energy is the van der

Waals energy (VvdW) while the major repulsive

energy is electrostatic double layer interaction energy

(VES) (Elimelech et al. 1995; Evans and Wenner-

strom 1999; Hiemenz and Rajagopalan 1997). The

VvdW attractive energy between spherical particles

can be expressed as (Elimelech et al. 1995; Hiemenz

and Rajagopalan 1997)

Vvdw

kBT
¼ �A

6kBT

2a2

sð4aþ sÞ þ
2a2

ð2aþ sÞ2
þ ln s

ð4aþ sÞ
ð2aþ sÞ2

" #

ð12Þ

where A is the Hamaker constant, 10–19 J for RNIP

(Phenrat et al. 2007), a is the radius of particles, kB is

Boltzmann’s constant, and s is distance between the

surfaces of two interacting particles. Electrostatic

repulsion between two identical particles can be

expressed as (Fritz et al. 2002)

VES

kBT
¼ 2pere0

kBT
ðaþ DÞw2

0 ln½1þ e�jðs�2DÞ� ð13Þ

where er is the relative dielectric constant of the

liquid, e0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, D is the

thickness of the Stern layer, which in our case is

taken to be the thickness of the adsorbed polyelec-

trolyte layer (d), w0 is the surface potential of the

particles, taken to be the potential at the outer edge of

the adsorbed layer as determined by the Ohshima

analysis, and j is the Debye parameter.

RNIP behaves as a pseudo-single domain magnetic

particle with a saturation magnetization Ms and has

an intrinsic permanent magnetic dipole moment

l = (4p/3)a3Ms even in the absence of an applied

magnetic field (Butter et al. 2003; McCurrie 1994;

Phenrat et al. 2007). When particle dipoles are

oriented in a head-to-tail configuration, the maximum

magnetic attraction energy (VM) can be expressed as

(Gomez-Lopera et al. 2006; Phenrat et al. 2007;

Viota et al. 2005)

VM

kBT
¼ �8pl0M2

s a3

kBT9ðsaþ 2Þ3
ð14Þ

where l0 is the magnetic permeability of the vacuum.

Because RNIP has a Fe0/Fe3O4 core-shell structure,

the Ms of RNIP depends on the ratio of Fe0/Fe3O4

content in the particles. An empirical relationship

between Fe0 (%) and Ms has been developed from

magnetite particles (*0% Fe0), RNIP with various

compositions (14.3% and 23.3% Fe0) and elemental

iron (*100% Fe0) (Fig. 11). The Fe0 (wt%) of each

surface modified RNIP was measured and used to

estimate Ms as summarized in Table 4.

The potential energy of interaction for the bare

RNIP that includes VvdW, VES, and VM is shown in

Fig. 12a, where VT is the sum of all contributing

interactions. Considering only these forces, the

magnetic attraction dominates the interaction energy,

and there is no energy barrier to resist aggregation.

This is in good agreement with the rapid aggregation

observed for the major population of these bare

particles (Phenrat et al. 2007).

However, for polyelectrolyte modified RNIP, two

additional repulsive potentials must be considered:

osmotic repulsion (Vosm) and elastic-steric repulsion

(Velas). Overlap of the polyelectrolyte layers on two

approaching particles increases the local polymer
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segment concentration and thus increases the local

osmotic pressure in the overlap region (Vosm). Any

compression of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers

below the thickness of the unperturbed layer (d) leads

to a loss of entropy and gives rise to the elastic

repulsion (Velas) (Fritz et al. 2002). Vosm can be

expressed as (Fritz et al. 2002)

Vosm

kBT
¼ 0 2d� s

Vosm

kBT
¼ a4p

t1

/2
p

1

2
� v

� �
d � s

2

� �2

d� s \ 2d

Vosm

kBT
¼ a4p

t1

/2
p

1

2
� v

� �
d2 s

2d
� 1

4
� ln

s

d

� �� �
s\d

ð15Þ

where v is the Flory-Huggins solvency parameter

which is assumed to be 0.45 for all polyelectrolytes in

this study, øp is the calculated volume fraction of

polymer within the brush layer (Table 3), d is the

thickness of the brush, and t1 is the volume of a

solvent molecule.

Velas can be expressed as (Fritz et al. 2002):

Velas

kBT
¼0 d�s

Velas

kBT
¼ 2pa

Mw
/pd2qp

� � 
s

d
ln

s

d

3� s=d

2

� �2
 !

�6ln
3� s=d

2

� �
þ3 1þ s

d

� �2

!
d[s

ð16Þ

where MW is the molecular weight of the polyelectro-

lyte, and qp is its density. Assuming an average particle

radius a = 20 nm, the potential energy of interaction for

the PSS70K, CMC90K, and PAP2.5K modified RNIP

that includes VvdW, VES,VM, Vosm, and Velas is shown in

Fig. 12b, c, and d, respectively. For separation distances

beyond 2d, the long-ranged attractive magnetic force is

still dominant and results in the net attractive potential.

However, when the coated particles approach one

another to a distance less than 2d, there is a large energy

barrier due to the adsorbed layer. As shown in the

potential energy diagram for a = 20 nm, the steric

forces cause the secondary minimum (potential well) of

–4.25, –157, and –14.6 kBT at 123, 15, and 80 nm for

PSS70K, CMC90K, and PAP2.5K modified RNIP,

respectively. Thus, according to these diagrams, the

PSS70K, CMC90K, and PAP2.5K modified particles

should form loose aggregates (in the secondary mini-

mum) with a separation distance of 123, 15, and 80 nm,

respectively rather than dense aggregates with no

separation as in the case of bare RNIP (Phenrat et al.

2007).

Considering Eqs. 12–16, the calculated potentials

are a function of the radius of particles, a, especially

long-range attractive interactions such as magnetic

attraction which depends on the particle radius to the

sixth power. Because RNIP is polydisperse with radii

ranging from 5 to 40 nm (average radius = 20 nm)

(Nurmi et al. 2005), the potentials for a pair of

particles with different radii can vary significantly

and can qualitatively explain why these polyelectro-

lytes can stabilize just some portion of RNIP. The

depth of the secondary minimum (potential well)

Fig. 11 Empirical relationship between the saturation magne-

tization, MS, and the Fe0 content of the particles. The curve

was determined from from Ms measurements on magnetite,

two RNIP particles having different Fe0 contents, and on

elemental iron (100% Fe0)

Table 4 Measured Fe0 of each surface modified RNIP and the

estimated saturation magnetization, Ms

Modifier Fe0 content (%) Estimated

MS (kA/M)a

None 26 ± 0.5 741 ± 10

PSS70K 15 ± 0.0 589 ± 1

PSS1M 15 ± 0.7 576 ± 15

CMC700K 29 ± 1.4 779 ± 25

CMC90K 24 ± 0.3 706 ± 5

PAP10K 25 ± 1.3 727 ± 24

PAP2.5K 24 ± 0.6 712 ± 11

a Estimated using the empirical relationship between Fe0 and

Ms according to Fig. 11
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between two identical particles is plotted as a

function of their radius a (nm) in Fig. 13. For a

distribution of radii from 5 to 40 nm, the value of the

potential well varies by several orders of magnitude,

indicating the importance of particle size on their

aggregation potential. Weak aggregation (or i.e.

coagulation) is expected if the depth of the secondary

minimum is just greater that the thermal energy,

1.5kBT (Napper 1983). For a weaker attraction,

reversible aggregation is expected (Napper 1983;

Viota et al. 2005). As shown in Fig. 13, a pair of

particles with radii smaller than *8, 12, 14, and

17 nm for CMC90K, CMC700K, PAP2.5K, and

PSS70K modified RNIP provides repulsive forces

between particles and is theoretically expected to

resist aggregation. This is qualitatively in good

agreement with the experimental results which

observe stable fractions in these surface modified

RNIP with respect to aggregation and sedimentation

(Figs. 6–9). Qualitatively, the extent of the stable

volume and mass (%) observed in the aggregation

and sedimentation study agrees with the trends

estimated by DLVO for each type of polyelectrolyte

modified RNIP, i.e. PSS70K [ PAP2.5K *
PAP10K [ CMC700K [ CMC90K. DLVO also

qualitatively confirms the observation that none of

the polyelectrolytes can prevent aggregation and

sedimentation of the larger RNIP particles present in

the polydisperse slurry. For these larger particles, the

magnetic attractive force outweighs the steric forces

at 2d, yielding a secondary minimum with a potential

energy much greater than 1.5kBT and subsequent

aggregation. Of course, large particles could still

attract some smaller particles, but sedimentation of

these larger aggregates before they collide with many

smaller particles may leave a significant fraction of

the smallest particles suspended.

Fig. 13 The calculated absolute value of the secondary

minimum (potential well) interaction energy predicted for the

collision of two identical surface modified RNIP with radius a
(nm)

Fig. 12 Potential energy of

interaction for a pair of

RNIP particles having an

average radius of 20 nm at

1 mM NaCl background

electrolyte and pH 8.5. (a)

bare RNIP, (b) PSS70K

modified RNIP, (c)

CMC90K modified RNIP,

and (d) PAP2.5K modified

RNIP
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Applying this simplified calculation to PSS1M

modified RNIP predicts the largest stable fraction.

This contrasts to both aggregation and sedimentation

results which reveal that only relatively small

fraction remains stable. This disagreement can be

explained by non-thermodynamically limited steric

stabilization (Napper 1983) as noted above. For Eqs.

15 and 16 to be valid, the lateral movement of

adsorbed polyelectrolytes onto RNIP surface is not

allowed.

Conclusions

This study investigated the stabilization of polydis-

perse nanoscale zerovalent iron (NZVI) particles (5–

40 nm in radius) using commercially available

anionic polyelectrolytes, PSS, CMC, and PAP. The

maximum surface excess concentration for each of

these polyelectrolytes adsorbed on NZVI was *1–

2 mg/m2. The layer thicknesses estimated using

electrophoretic mobility and Ohshima’s soft particle

analysis are *7 nm for CMC90K, *40 nm for

CMC90K, PAP2.5K, and PAP10K, *67 nm for

PSS70K, and *198 nm for PSS1M. The stable

fractions with respect to both aggregation and

sedimentation correlate with the adsorbed mass and

layer thickness, indicating that both of these proper-

ties must be considered when predicting the stability

of polyelectrolyte-stabilized nanoparticles. A fraction

of the polydisperse particles used in this study could

not be stabilized regardless of the modifier used and

rapidly aggregated to micron sized fractal aggregates

as observed for bare NZVI. This sedimented fraction

is attributed to the larger particles present in the

polydisperse NZVI suspension as the magnetic

attractive forces increase as r6. According to the

aggregation and sedimentation measurements,

PSS70K, PAP2.5K, and PAP10K perform best in

NZVI stabilization, i.e. 40, 32, 34 wt% of the

PSS70K, PAP2.5K, and PAP10K modified NZVI

remain suspended for more than several months.
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Appendix

Effects of particle polydispersity on Ohshima’s

soft particle analysis

Equation 4 consists of three terms: the first term is a

weighted average of the Donnan potential (wDON) and

the surface potential (w0), the second term is the ratio

of the electric force acting on the layer fixed charges

(EZeN) and the frictional force (cu), and the third

term is due to the zeta potential (f) of the bare

particle (Ohshima 1995a). The first term has the

correction factor f(d/a) that accounts for alteration of

an applied electric field acting on the polyelectrolyte

layer due to the presence of a particle core (Ohshima

1994). This term is a function of the radius of bare

particles a and the layer thickness (Eq. 7). For

polydisperse colloidal particles with a range of radii

amin – amax and an average radius aave, and assuming

that the layer thickness d is the same for all particles

in this size range, using aave as a representative of the

entire particle population in Eq. 4 may lead to error in

estimating the layer parameters because each a in the

population of amin – amax has a different degree of

applied electric field alteration and, thus, a different

f(d/a).

Further analysis of f(d/a) can be done to show

that there are two obvious cases where particle

polydispersity does not affect the sensitivity of the

calculated adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer properties.

Figure A1a shows f(d/a) as a function of d/a. f(d/a)

consists of three regions. Regions 1 and 3 represent

the cases of a very thin (d « a) and a very thick

(d » a) adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer, respectively,

with respect to radius of the particle. The f(d/a) of

both regions become constant, 1 and 2/3, respec-

tively, with respect to d/a. In region 3, d is much

larger than a; the applied electric field acting on the

polyelectrolyte layer is not significantly altered by

the presence of the core a. Therefore, f(d/a)

becomes a constant, 2/3, which is similar to the

case of a spherical polyelectrolyte without a core

(Ohshima 1994). In contrast, in region 1, d is much

smaller than a; the applied electric field acting on

the polyelectrolyte layer becomes so distorted that it

can have only its tangential component near the

particle core (Ohshima 1995a). The value of this

distorted field is about 3/2 times larger than the

undisturbed field in the absence of the particle core,
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i.e. f(d/a) in region 1 is *3/2 times of f(d/a) in

region 3 or *1. For this reason, in region 1 and 3,

f(d/a) becomes a constant, and Eq. 4 becomes

independent of a. Consequently, particle polydisper-

sity does not affect the sensitivity of the calculated

adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer properties using Oh-

shima’s soft particle theory if the properties of soft

polydisperse particles fall into those two extreme

regions. However, in region 2, the intermediate case,

f(d/a) varies from 1 to 2/3, and the calculated layer

properties may be sensitive to the particle

polydispersity.

Figure A2 illustrates the particle size distribution

of bare RNIP determined from transmission electron

microscope (TEM) images. d/a values calculated

from the RNIP particle size distribution and the

calculated d for polyelectrolyte-modified RNIP in this

study reveal that PSS70K-, PSS1M-, CMC700K-,

PAP2.5K-, and PAP10K-modified RNIP all fall into

region 3 (Fig. A1a shows only PSS1M- and

PAP2.5K-modified RNIP). Therefore, RNIP polydis-

persity should not affect the calculated layer

properties of these polyelectrolyte modified RNIP.

In contrast, CMC90K-modified RNIP lies in region 2

and the calculated layer properties using Ohshima’s

soft particle theory may be affected by the RNIP

polydispersity.

We theoretically evaluated (1) if RNIP polydis-

persity affects the appropriateness of using aave in Eq.

4 to represent the particle population for CMC90K-

modified RNIP, and (2) if particle polydispersity

affects the sensitivity of the calculated adsorbed

CMC90K layer properties. To evaluate the former,

the difference between ue calculated using only aave

(ue-ave) and the average of ue calculated from ue

determined for each particle diameter in the entire

particle size distribution (ue-poly
ave ) was determined for

the layer properties for CMC90K-modified RNIP

(Table 3). The distribution of ue-poly is essentially a

normal distribution with a mean of ue-poly
ave (Eq. A1,

Fig. A3a). The difference between ue-ave and ue-poly
ave

was attributed to the effect of particle polydispersity

(Fig. A1b).

%numberðue; ue�ave; rueÞ

¼ 1

rue

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p exp �

ðue � uave
e�polyÞ

2

2r2
ue

 !
ðA1Þ

To determine the sensitivity of the calculated layer

properties, dpoly,1/kpoly, and Npoly to polydispersity,

ue-poly
ave values at various ionic strengths (1 to 61 mM)

were fit using Eqs. 4–8 and a least-squares fitting

protocol. These calculated properties, which account

for polydispersity, are then compared to the proper-

ties determined from ue-ave alone (Table 3). The

difference between these two sets of parameters (Dd,

D1/k, and DN) is attributed to particle polydispersity

effect. As shown Fig. A3a, particle polydispersity
Fig. A2 Particle size distribution of RNIP obtained form TEM

images

Fig. A1 (a) f(d/a) defined

in Eq. 7 corresponding to d/
a determined for PSS1M,

PAP2.5K, and CMC90K

modified RNIP. (b) |Due| as

a function of ionic strengths

for CMC90K modified

RNIP
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does indeed affect ue-poly
ave of CMC90K-modified RNIP

because their d/a are in region 2. However, the effect

is small and the best fit curve for both cases are the

same (Fig. A3b), yielding the same layer properties.

Thus, the calculated layer properties for CMC90K-

modified RNIP are indeed insensitive to polydisper-

sity, i.e. Dd, D1/k, and DN = 0.
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